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Turning Twenty

T

he “good ol’ days” typically get a lot better press than they deserve. Unless,
of course, you’re talking about 1989, country music and Country radio. The
NFL may have the quarterback class of ‘83 – Elway, Marino, Kelly, et al. – but
Nashville’s “Class of ‘89” tops even that illustrious group.

“I remember this kind of stocky kid who kept coming into
the station because he had nothing else to do during the day,”
says former KPLX/Dallas GM
Dan Halyburton. “Garth Brooks
would literally just hang out before
he played at a little honkytonk that
night. I can remember him sitting,
talking to one of our sales secretaries
just like he was talking to his cousin.
It wasn’t an organized artist visit; he
just kind of showed up.”
An astounding two-dozen artists
saw their first chart action in 1989,
with six scoring top 15 hits: Clint
Dan Halyburton
Black, Suzy Bogguss, Brooks, Mary
Chapin Carpenter, Lorrie Morgan
and Travis Tritt. Alan Jackson, who charted in ‘89, had his first
hit in the spring of 1990. Jackson recorded for Arista/Nashville,
which almost deserves membership in the Class of ‘89. “I
think we were the only label launch that year,” recalls former
President Tim DuBois, who remembers those days fondly.

DuBois says. “I’d never run a record label so I can’t say it
changed all of a sudden, but radio was just so open to new
music. I used to call it the giant flush. All of a sudden there
in ‘89 and ‘90 there were a ton of artists, who had previously
been occupying chart positions, that just went away. When
that happened there was room for all this new stuff.”
Halyburton remembers the shift, though not quite as allencompassing. “Mac Daniels [then KPLX MD] and I were
talking in [PD] Bobby Kraig’s office,” he says. “All these acts
were coming out, and there was an intensity to all of them that
was compelling. I remember saying to Mac, ‘It’s really changing.’
Young Country (KYNG) had just come on the air and we were
talking along the lines of, ‘I don’t think we’ve gone far enough.’
“Young Country pretended like the past didn’t exist. For KPLX,
it was a little bit ‘right now’ and also hanging on to what we had
known. People had expectations in that way, too, so I don’t want to
say we all embraced [the new artists] like crazy. There were certain
artists we did that with: Garth Brooks, Clint Black, Mark Chesnutt,
Suzy Bogguss. But Nashville was still very much invested in its
core artists because those new guys weren’t the core yet. So I
remember a lot of pressure about how to fit it all in.”

“Clive Davis said to me, ‘When are you going
to get Garth out of No. 1 so I can get
Whitney Houston in there?’” –Joe Mansfield

Tim DuBois

“We budgeted about $200,000
to try to break an act,” he says. “All
those early albums cost less than
$100,000. I think we spent less than
$50,000 on that first Alan record.
Marketing consisted of getting
it played at radio. There wasn’t
much beyond that. There were key
accounts at retail, but it wasn’t
nearly as concentrated as it is today.”
Then as now, airplay was the
deciding factor. “There was an
openness at radio to new artists,”

Joe Mansfield worked for Capitol’s pop and rock division in
Los Angeles before taking over as Capitol/Nashville VP/Marketing
in March 1990. “The branch manager in Dallas told me there’s
an act we’ve got down here, Garth Brooks, who’s really starting
to happen,” Mansfield recalls. “I pulled it up on the computer and
thought there wasn’t a whole lot going on compared to Poison,
Heart, MC Hammer, Vanilla Ice, Bonnie Raitt, etc. But he came out
to visit in L.A. with his managers, Pam Lewis and Bob Doyle, and
I thought he was a pretty neat guy.”
Brooks’ performance at a subsequent sales meeting in
Atlanta won Mansfield over. “He just blew me away,” he
says. “So when I came to Nashville and looked at the budget
I had, which by rock and roll standards was nothing, it was

pretty easy to see where the potential on the roster was.
Nobody knew big numbers here. I marketed the first album
right along with the second one, which was what nobody got.
When a new record comes out you force them to do catalog
and market them side-by-side. I was getting reorders of a
million units from one account. Amazing. You made them,
you shipped them and they disappeared.”
The balloon was on the way up. “That Class of ‘89
morphed into the ‘New Country’ explosion,” DuBois says.
“I remember going from doing country fan rag interviews to
taking calls from Forbes and doing interviews with Business
Week. You have to remember that we got so spoiled there as
an industry that we quit celebrating gold records.”
Mansfield recalls a telling
moment: “I was in New York on
business, standing on Fifth Avenue
waiting to cross the street. Clive
Davis, who was my boss back at
CBS, was standing next to me
carrying a bag that looked like he
was going to the airport, but it was
filled with contracts and songs. He
said to me, ‘When are you going to
get Garth out of No. 1 so I can get
Whitney Houston in there?’”
Joe Mansfield
In Dallas, the mood was
euphoric. “All that music really
spoke to Texans and to the lifestyle,” Halyburton says. “The
lyrics just fit. It was probably like driving around Miami
during the disco era and playing the Bee Gees. Perfect music
for that city at that time.
“It was an embarrassment of riches,” he adds. “If you
go back and look at the ratings, the Country stations were
all top 5. There never were before and probably never will
be again so many Country stations in one city driving such
incredible numbers. All three stations were making a lot of
money. There were tons of western wear stores, and they
were all on the radio. The truck dealers. The nightclubs.
There were major country venues on every corner, and they
were always jammed. It was hard just to get all the calendar
info to people about what was going to be in town on a
weekend. It wasn’t unusual to have three or four name acts
playing in Dallas/Ft. Worth.
“It was an amazing time to be in Texas. It was the perfect
alignment of the planets. I keep thinking when I’m really old
and get Alzheimer’s or something, I’m not going to remember
that I just took a leak, but I’m going to remember the color shirt
Garth Brooks wore to the station that day.”
CAC
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Radiothon Rebound
PPM Begins To Reveal Event’s Impact
s
ince Randy Owen helped form Country Cares For St. Jude Kids 20 years ago,
Country radio has raised more than $300 million for the St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital in Memphis, thanks to radiothons by nearly 200 radio stations in
at least 100 markets. More than 100 country artists have also participated, making this event
a national cornerstone of Country radio and music’s continuing collaborations for charity.
However, in recent years there’s been a
growing concern that programming radiothons
in general – whether they benefit Country
Cares, Children’s Miracle Network, Make-AWish Foundation or others – may sometimes
negatively affect station ratings for an
unspecified period of time.
Because Arbitron’s Portable People Meter
methodology and analysis tools can reveal
audience ratings on a day-by-day or even hourly
basis, Country Aircheck asked Arbitron for
data that could illuminate what really happens
to station audiences during a radiothon. Ratings
(in average-quarter-hour persons, or AQHP)
were examined before, during and after Country
Cares radiothons over the past nine months
at WUSN/Chicago, KBWF/San Francisco,
KILT/Houston (two events worth), WKHX/
Atlanta, WKLB/Boston and WMZQ/
Washington, DC. For both broadcasters and
these important organizations, the results are
quite encouraging.

possibly. During the two days of KILT’s 2008
event, crosstown KKBQ experienced a 34%
increase in AQHP and a 25% uptick in TSL.
But Classic Country KTHT actually lost 15%
of its average audience and 25% of its TSL.
During KILT’s 2009 campaign, KKBQ’s
AQHP rose 28% with no TSL increase, while
KTHT was up a whopping 67% in average
persons and a 24% jump in TSL. And while
WKHX’s campaign was underway earlier this

The economy: The U.S. economy, already
struggling throughout Q4 of 2008, continued
to decline in early 2009, with the stock market
falling sharply. It would seem reasonable that
consumers facing difficult budget concerns
might listen differently to a charity drive than
they would in better times. In short, there could
be a tune-out factor among those listeners
who can’t afford to pledge. While audience
and TSL declined in most markets during the

afterwards. As part of a station’s ongoing PPM
analysis, Arbitron recommends maintaining a
daily log of local and national events, weather
and other factors in order to better compare
listening patterns on a weekly, monthly or even
annual basis.
Ratings aside, it goes without saying that
one must consider the overall goodwill (and
revenues!) generated for the participating
station and its advertisers by conducting these
fundraising efforts, which can provide many
lasting benefits, both tangible and intrinsic.
Even more, there are the countless lives saved
and changed when a station and community
do something truly selfless.
The bottom line is that the findings from
these seven Country Cares radiothons
show an average short-term loss of about

Regardless of geography, time of
year, days of the week or years of
experience conducting these events,
the stations’ audiences quickly
rebounded to their original size.
WUSN/Chicago 2009 (15+ years)

KILT/Houston 2008 (4th year)

WMZQ/Washington DC 2009 (15+ years)

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

Rapid Recovery

While WMZQ actually saw a significant
increase in average persons listening during its
radiothon, most stations experienced a small
decline. That would be expected, the shift in
programming taking place during the two pledge
days. In some cases, the drop-off from the
daily quarter-hour audience ranged from a few
percentage points to more than 50%. However,
regardless of geography, time of year, days of
the week or years of experience conducting
these events, the stations’ audiences quickly
rebounded to their original size. In some cases,
the “recovery” occurred the next business day or
even during the radiothon itself; for others, it took
an extra day or two before the station’s AQHP
returned to its weekday average for that month.
Moreover, the impact of that audience loss
during those two days on the stations’ overall
monthly average was relatively small – from
-0.4% to -4.5%. While “average time exposed” per
day during the radiothons (the PPM equivalent of
time spent listening), also declined in most cases,
the drop-off was usually only 15 minutes per day.

Forces Be With You

It’s important to note that outside factors
also can have an effect on the average number
of listeners to a station during a radiothon:
Local events: Two days prior to WUSN’s
Country Cares effort began last December, Illinois
Governor Rod Blagojevich and his chief of staff
were arrested on federal corruption charges.
The next day, just before the radiothon began,
President-elect Barack Obama urged the governor
to resign. One can imagine radio listening in
Chicago did not follow typical patterns that week.
Other major events also likely shifted listening
behavior. The day before KILT’s radiothon in
late January, the local “Baby Grace” murder
story became public. On the first day of WKLB’s
radiothon, convicted swindler Bernie Madoff
was sentenced to prison. And in Washington, DC
during WMZQ’s fundraiser, there was a standoff
with a gunman involving an evacuation, along
with a big Georgetown basketball game.
The competition: If a Country station
faces a direct rival, would their competitor
gain listeners during the radiothon? Very
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KILT/Houston 2009 (5th year)

KBWF/San Francisco 2009 (1st year)

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

WKLB/Boston 2009 (13th year)

WKHX/Atlanta 2009 (5th year)

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

Average Quarter-Hour Persons

year, competitor WUBL enjoyed a 70% AQHP
jump and a 31% bump in TSL.
However, the gains noted above by
the competitors actually far outpaced the
temporary losses by the radiothon stations;
these were not zero-sum trade-offs. And with
only three examples across two markets, it’s
far too early to determine the real impact of
one station’s actions on another’s.

radiothons, the hard-hit metro of Washington,
DC actually saw its AQHP and TSL increase
substantially. This goes to show that there is no
hard-and-fast rule about any potential variable.

More Than Numbers

The overall point for broadcasters concerned
about the effect of a radiothon is that they
should not look strictly at the PPM ratings
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Represent
Country’s Marconi Nominees

T

he National Association of Broadcasters’ prestigious Marconi Awards process assesses
potential finalists on criteria including ratings, awards won, community involvement and
promotions. In short, anything that demonstrates how a station has excelled in the past
year. And it’s no surprise at all that Country radio stations and personalities are among the
most excellent stations in the nation. Here’s a look at this year’s Country and national finalists:

Climbing Every Challenge

Large Market Station of the Year; Country
Station of the Year: KYGO/Denver
Lincoln Financial’s KYGO/Denver is hoping
to reprise its twin wins in 2004, thanks to its
programming excellence and daily involvement
in the Mile High City. Joel Burke, who serves
as much as a coach as he does as PD, compares
his team’s success and survival to three traits of a
tiger: the will to win; carrying on a commitment
to excellence; and having a collaborative
expectation. He says, “I usually set aside 15-20

minutes of airstaff meetings for things that have
nothing to do with radio; they have to do with life.
If you help people become more well-rounded,
it has a direct influence and impact on their
approach to their jobs.” To other programmers,
Burke advises, “Don’t lose your passion and
love for radio. We still have a platform to make a
difference in a very unusual place that very few
others have the opportunity to do in life.”

Soldier With Fortune: KYGO’s “CDs For
Troops” campaigns have helped deliver thousands of music recordings to America’s fighting
finest in the Middle East and around the world.
A local flag supplier called on KYGO to help collect music for the military, and station listeners
responded enthusiastically via a “CDs For My
Country” campaign offering tickets to a Martina
McBride concert. As troop locations and personnel IDs are guarded, here’s an anonymously
furnished photo of one happy recipient.

A Sense Of Belonging
Medium Market Station of the Year:

KTTS/Springfield, MO

Severe weather, news, traffic, music and
personalities – these anchor tenets made KTTS/
Springfield, MO a Marconi finalist in 2007 and
a winner several years ago, so this nomination is
no fluke. Journal/Springfield cluster OM Valorie
Knight explains, “KTTS is known for is its 24/7
news department and its severe weather coverage.
I believe we have the largest radio station news
staff in the state [eight people], and they’ve
received numerous awards. We have the St.
Jude Radiothon every March and other events
throughout the year. A new community drive this
past year was called Shoeboxes For Soldiers,
and the response was just overwhelming. We also
have our two-week Christmas Crusade, taking
donations to provide hundreds of Christmases for
families and kids.
“The community feels an ownership of this radio
station. When we do something, it’s like, ‘We did
it.’ We actually hear that back from the listeners,
and it’s a pretty rare thing to find a station that
actually belongs to them. Everyone’s excited about

the Marconi nomination, but humbled because they
work very hard. They realize that it’s not really
going to make any difference in their day-to-day
business; it’s still nose to the grindstone. They were
excited for five minutes, then it was, ‘OK, time to
get back to work!’”

I Really “Love” My Job: KTTS’s “unsung hero”
Andy Taylor handles a lot of announcing duties
on the tennis circuit, so one of his grueling
assignments in July was interviewing star
player Anna Kournakova at a World Team
Tennis exhibition at Springfield’s Mediacom
Stadium Cooper Tennis Complex.

Mr. Smith Goes To Denver: Celebrity
appearances are frequent at KYGO/Denver,
but Will Smith’s hilarious on-air visit with
morning personalities Kelly & Mudflap
is already stuff of legend. In town last
November for a special screening of Seven
Pounds, Smith also helped KYGO execute
a successful fundraiser for local food banks.
A Little Country Rock: Perhaps Denver’s
most famous cultural/geological
landmark, the 9,450-seat Red Rocks
Amphitheater played host to KYGO’s
“Spring Fling” concert featuring
Sugarland, Pat Green and the Flap’n
Jacks, led by morning co-host/guitarist/
vocalist Mudflap. Note the station’s
discreet logo placement.

Lads & Lassos: While in Springfield, MO recently for a KTTS listener appreciation show at
PFI’s Saddle City & Diamond Ridge Market, RCA artist Chuck Wicks found himself at the end
of his rope with (l-r) KTTS Promotions Manager Kelly Kramer, morning co-hosts Andy Taylor
and Sherry Farmer, RCA Midwest Regional Matt Galvin and midday personality Curly Clark.

Unsung Hero: Garret Doll

PD Burke Says: “He’s been here 13 years. When I first came to KYGO, Garret was the Promotions Director, and over the years has worn many hats. He’s now our MD, does an enormous
amount of our imaging and for the past nine months has been our board op in mornings, which
means he has to get here at 4am. He does whatever is asked and does it with a smile on his face.
Garret’s a great soldier.”
Doll Adds: “I enjoy all three jobs so much. I love
listening to new music, hearing the stuff coming from
Nashville, and the relationships I’ve built with the labels and individuals. I love the creativity of the imaging and be able to express myself, and it’s great to be
creative with Kelly & Mudflap, too. It’s funny: I grew
up just 90 miles east of here, listening to KYGO, and
I always said, even through high school, “I’m going
to work there one day. You wait and see.” It’s tough to
find a job with the right people, where you have that
camaraderie and interaction, both on and off the air.
That’s a big part of why I enjoy coming to work here
each morning – the people and amazing talent I get to
work with, getting to learn something new from them
and from Joel every day.”

Unsung Hero: Andy Taylor

OM Knight Says: “[Eight-year] morning personality Andy Taylor is one of those guys
who’s so humble that he would be the last person who would want to be known for this. When
severe weather comes in during the night, he’s the one in the studio at 3am throwing the news
guy on. He doesn’t think twice about it; it’s just part of his job. Andy’s the one who organizes
the Shoeboxes for Soldiers, and is one of those internal
leaders who really drives the station. Andy sets the bar
very high for everybody else.”
Taylor Adds: “To me, the unsung hero is News Director
Don Louzader. He works so hard and is so trusted. But the
reason KTTS is successful is because there are a lot of people
who work in the mix. Everybody understands that it’s not
just another broadcasting job. Because of the station’s image
and how people rely on it every day, working here is a huge
responsibility. We never take for granted the trust the listener
has in us. Two fans we sent to the CMA Music Festival gave
us a framed T-shirt signed by Rodney Atkins. We have a
lot of awards on our walls around the building, but that one
really means the most because they valued the relationship
they have with the station so much that they thought enough
to do that. To me, that tops everything.”
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Our Hours Of Commitment
Medium Market Station Of The Year:

KUAD/Ft. Collins, CO

Up All Night: OM/PD Mark Callaghan credits morning team Brian Gary and Todd Harding’s 28 Hour
of Hope event with this year’s Marconi nod. He also notes Promotions Assistant Karen Baumgartner spent 30 non-stop hours at the station assisting with the execution of the broadcast this year.
(Left) Middayer D Dennison (r) and a volunteer man the phone banks. (Right) Hosts Todd Harding
(l) and Brian Gary present the fruits of their labor: $57, 517.72 for the fight against child abuse.

Unsung Hero: Karen Baumgartner

Then And Wow: The Greeley Independent Stampede is described by station staff as the area’s biggest summertime
event, drawing nearly half-a-million people. This past year
KUAD secured exclusive Country station sponsorship of the
event. KUAD broadcast live weekdays 3pm-midnight and weekends 10am-midnight from an RV (pictured) a client had traded. Karen Baumgartner tells us she
started at the station when the studios where in an old double-decker English-style bus (inset).

Title: Promotions Assistant
Years With Station: 15
Favorite Event: “The best is our ‘28 Hours of Hope’ because of
the cause it supports and the fact everyone puts so much into it.”
What Sets KUAD Apart: “It’s our commitment; everyone has a
commitment to the community, the stations and making sure we put
out the best product with whatever we are doing. It’s great to work for
a group that will let you work with the community.”
New & Improved: “We’ve been allowed to do more events over the
years and that’s from management seeing what we’ve done and what
we can do. When I started we had one station, now we have five. To
see everything grow up over the years has been an experience.”

Doing It Their Owners’ Way
Small Market Station Of The Year:

KBHP/Bemidji, MN

The vision that Paul Bunyan Broadcasting owners Mary Campbell and Lou Buron, Jr. share of what constitutes a
successful radio station can be seen in each of their employees. Live and local, community involvement and charitable
giving are all present. With four Crystal awards and two Marconi nominations, it’s obvious the PBB approach works.
Some Serious Talking: The 24 Hour
Radiothon To End Child Abuse is
an annual cluster event that raised
$48,358.60 in 2008. From noon
Thursday to noon Friday personalities
and child abuse prevention teams
from four area counties discuss
different ways to end child abuse.
Pictured (l-r) are sister Classic Rock
KLLZ’s Jack Hucks and Melissa
Carlson, cluster personalities Mark
Anderson and Kevin Jackson, owners
Mary Campbell and Lou Buron Jr.,
Sales Mgr. Peggy Hanson, KBHP’s
Todd Haugen and Heidi Boyd,
bookkeeper Kris Jacobson and News
Dir./morning co-host Mardy Karger.
Gunning For A Cure:
KBHP OM/PD Todd
Haugen (r) gets a pep talk
from Conservation Office
Mike Hruza before the
American Cancer Society’s
Relay For Life. One of
the station’s many ways
of supporting the event
is a Fish Fry in which
they cook tournament
fish that would have
otherwise been disposed
of, then offering them to
Relay participants for a
suggested donation.

Unsung Hero: Kevin Jackson

Title: Sports Dir. & sister KBUN PD
Years With Station: 22
Favorite Memory: “We have a client appreciation party every year. One year we
had a band, and the personalities came up and sang a song. I did a wicked Bob
Dylan impression. What was really fun for me was that they needed a bass player
and my son is a professional musician, so he joined in. I remember him looking
over at me doing the impression like, ‘I can’t believe you are my dad.’”
What Sets Us Apart: “Lou and Mary, our owners, are very concerned about
having real radio stations. No matter how many new signals the FCC throws in
the market they want live people on all our stations. They want to be involved.”
What’s Changed: “When I got here we had the advantage of being the two
oldest stations, but each was just one of the stations in town. Then Lou and Mary
came in, brought top-level talent and started playing a great mix of whatever
format we’re doing. Now we’re the stations in town.”

All Four One, One For All

Country Station Of The Year: KZKX/Lincoln

A Marconi nominee for the second straight year, Three Eagles’ KZKX (96 Kix)/Lincoln, NE relies
on a fulltime staff of just four. “Our job is to talk, but we do a lot of listening, as well,” says veteran
PD/PM driver Hoss Michaels. “Our listeners help guide us about what where we need to go and what
we need to do. It truly is a lot about the listeners and being a part of what they have going on. Kix has
been around for 30-some years, and we’ve done Country music since day one. It’s about being out in
the streets, whether at a remote or charity event. We’ll hear about ways we can help, and we’ll take the
ball and run with it to see what we can get done.”
KZKX has built its reputation for community service on localized events more than “national brand”
efforts. Says Michaels, “The one thing we really tried to focus on this last year was doing stuff we know is
going to affect not only our listeners’ lives, but our lives. Especially with our Cure Kids Cancer radiothon,
which benefits Children’s Hospital in Omaha, it’s amazing how many tears we end up shedding as we talk
with parents whose children have been diagnosed. It moves us to work harder, and to do it again.
“Our Santa Cop program with the Lincoln Police in November is a day-long auction of food certificates,
autographed guitars and other items. It’s neat to see people get excited about it, knowing that money goes
right back into the community to help out families with toys for Christmas, as well as getting them food. It
seems like this year, more than ever, that the need has definitely
Best Money Ever Spent: 96KX/Lincoln, NE morning
co-host Carol Turner (in back) and PD/PM driver
Hoss Michaels greet the Kildare family at the
station’s Cure Kids Cancer Radiothon. James
Kildare (in his mother’s lap) is now cancer-free. The
Radiothon raised more than $63,000 for Children’s
Miracle Network and Children’s Hospital in Omaha,
the area’s leading treatment center. Says Michaels,
“It’s a three-day event, and we get families on the air
with us from Lincoln and small towns around it. It’s
amazing to hear the stories.”
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A Real Cause For Celebration: KZKX/Lincoln, NE PD/afternoon personality Hoss Michaels
and Promotions Director Kelly Garrett do a little celebrity bartending at Uncle Ron’s Wild West
Saloon during a Jason Boland show. As one of many events that added up, the duo donated
hundreds of dollars in tips, matched dollar-for-dollar by bar owner Ron Tegtmeier, to Children’s
Hospital in Omaha, as part of the station’s annual 96KX Cure Kids Cancer Radiothon.

They Mustard
Up Support:
Here’s a bevy
of University of
Cincinnati Kappa
Kappa Gamma
sorority sisters,
who joined
forces with
WUBE to stage a
“Wiener Night”
benefiting the
Make-A-Wish
Foundation.

It’s The Little Things That Count

Country Station Of The Year: WUBE/Cincinnati
From Walk For Wishes to a 9,300-square-foot flag
made by listeners in a huge swimming pool, Bonneville’s
WUBE/Cincinnati is renowned for its public service and
engaging its audience. There’s a prevailing mindset within
B-105 that everyone at the station has ownership in the
events, and it’s common for station personalities from
different dayparts to collaborate.
Former PD Travis Moon says, “Looking at the
breadth of all the work we’ve done over the year, we
tried hard to find ways to get involved and in the trenches
with our listeners on what’s important to them and the
community. Besides providing entertainment musically,
our charter is to use our power and ability to give back,
leaving no stone unturned. Even the weirdest, wackiest

idea is productive if it gets your mind going.
“It could be something as simple as going out and serving
up hot dogs and drinks to listeners at our Chris Carr &
Company picnics. Sometimes it’s those little things like that
we cherish the most and are the most memorable.
“There was a gentleman in the Cincinnati market who for
years put together an incredible Christmas light show at his
house. Generations of people would drive past his home, and
he’d be sitting on the porch in a Santa Claus outfit, waving.
Our morning show became aware that he was diagnosed
with cancer and would not be able to play Santa, so they went
out to his house and raised money to pay his electric bill. It
was something to watch listeners stop by to drop off money,
telling stories about seeing him ever since they were kids.”

Unsung Hero
Former PD Ron James

Moon Says: “Most promotions
directors have a thankless job. You’ll
have a success, and it’s on to the
next one before anyone can even
say ‘thanks’ for what you did. It’s
a lot of work and moving pieces,
but Ron pulls things together. He’s
unbelievably organized and also has
a very creative mind. Our chances of
being nominated for a Marconi Award
would not have been as high had Ron
James not been involved.”
James Adds: “The three-legged theory
of a great promotion is that it satisfies
the listener, the client and the station. I
like to add a fourth leg: Does it help somebody? If I look back all these years,
those are the ones that most come to mind. For example, last year during
the gas crunch, we worked with the local chapter of Project Connect to help
homeless children. We gave away gas cards every hour, asking people to
come out and stuff a bus full of school supplies. The client got all kinds of
traffic, not to mention a bump in sales, and we got a buy for the promotion.”

Check It Out: WUBE held its
fourth annual B-105 Cares
For St. Jude’s Kids Radiothon
at Newport On The Levee in
February, raising more than
$400,000. Former PD Travis
Moon said, “With the economy,
it was a tough year for charities.
We provided the information
and the urgency, but it’s our
listeners who fought really
hard for the cause and actually
raised more in 2009 than in
2008. They made it happen.”
Shown (l-r): WUBE Promotion
Coordinator Danny Mac, Moon,
morning co-host Chris Carr,
PM driver Big Dave, overnight
personality Dana Ryan and
promotions staffer/part-time
personality Kent Farrell.

We Are Family
Country Station Of The
Year: KITX/Hugo, OK

A family-run station with three generations
at work, William Payne’s KITX has garnered
three Small Market Station Of The Year Marconi
nominations and now its first Country Station Of The
Year nod. As the nation slipped into recession, the
staff resolved to band together to improve everything
at the station. GM/PD/morning co-host Will Payne
gives one example, “Our receptionist even started
coming in on Friday nights to Tweet local football
scores.” Payne is proud to say there have been no
layoffs in the last year, and the station has even hired a

Be A Payne, Blake: Owner Bill Payne (l) is
active with the station, even attending CRS40, where he said hello to Blake Shelton.
Show Me: KITX brings in 30 shows a year by themselves, and partner with
local casinos. GM/PD Will Payne brings the kids out for a Zac Brown Band
stop. Pictured (l-r) are ZBB’s Jimmy De Martini, Chris Fryar, Clay Cook,
McKinley Payne, KITX’s WIll Payne, Jarred Payne, ZBB’s Zac Brown, Tucker
Reese and ZBB’s John Hopkins and Coy Bowles.

Hunting For A
Marconi: Staffers
take their first
Country Station Of
The Year Marconi
nomination very
seriously. Back row
(l-r) are Will Payne,
Rachel Moody, Joey
“The Show” Renfro
and Jarred Payne.
Front (l-r) are Jessica
Gann, Lisa D., Barry
Diamond, Doris, Jo
Ann Matthews and
Chad Lindsey.

Unsung Heroes: Spouses & Families

Embracing The Lifestyle: “So many great folks work here, but their
families go above and beyond for the station and really allow them to do
the job, which is more of a lifestyle. It’s Saturday, Sunday, Monday-Friday,
after-hours, Friday night football,” explains Payne. Morning co-host Barry
Diamond adds, “The spouses pick up the slack. They see something that
needs to be done and they just do it. The kids help, out too, reading parts
for commercials, liners, whatever.”

High-Class Community Servants
Country Station Of The Year: WKDQ/Evansville, IN
“Our goal is to get involved with as many things as
possible,” explains PD/morning co-host Jon Prell. “If
it’s about the community, the bottom-line is we are going
to be there.” The station’s best promotions of the year
centered around Taylor Swift’s Fearless tour kick-off in
Evansville. From “Taylor-oke,” where fans as young as

three submitted YouTube videos of their best impressions
to, “Taylor Tuesday” live remotes with 200-400 attendees
each week, every event heavily involved children. “We’ve
got a quite a young following,” says Prell. “It was nice
to be able to cater to them and, more important, their
parents.”
Taylor Made It: PM driver/Promotions Dir. Eric
Cornish embraces the listener voted “Tayloroke” winner, who coincidentally is also named
Taylor, backstage after meeting Taylor Swift.

Phone It In: Morning co-host Lori Mae and PM driver/Promotions
Dir. Eric Cornish (third and second from right, respectively) lend
a hand to the Easter Seals Telethon. The station raised $25,250
directly for the organization in 2009.
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Seals The Deal:
As part of Easter
Seals’ fundraising
efforts, ‘KDQ holds
“Golfing Fore
Kids,” which raised
more than $44,000
for the organization
in 2008. Here
morning co-host
Lori Mae interviews
Owen George, who
suffers from Spina
Bifida. At last year’s
event, George
took his first steps
without the support
of arm braces and
canes (inset).

Living La Vida Local
Large Market Personality:

Jim Denny, Deborah Honeycutt &
Kevin Freeman (WFMS/Indianapolis)

In 2008, WFMS/Indianapolis won the Marconi for
Country Station of the Year, and now the station’s celebrated Jim Denny & Friends morning show featuring
Jim Denny, Deborah Honeycutt and Kevin Freeman
has earned its first Marconi nomination. Jim and Kevin
call Deb “the kid sister we never had.” Honeycutt says,
“They’re the brothers I never wanted.” But after working together 16 years, she adds, “If we ever split up,
we’ll need therapy.”
Denny says Exec. Producer Roland Norio is an
important part of the team as well. “He does characters,
the voices that you need, and he’s hilarious.” Adds
Freeman, “He’s not right mentally, but that’s good. Deb
and Roland work together really well in writing our
parody songs, which Jim sings.” Norio says, “I came
from another morning show where they put on that fake
smile and ‘Hey, buddy’ when the mics were on, but they
didn’t even like each other. Here, we truly enjoy each
other’s company, and look forward to laughing with

We Hammered In The Morning: Among Jim Denny
& Friends’ many civic initiatives is being a “house
captain” the past eight years for “Rebuilding Together
Indianapolis.” Each April, the trio works among 850
volunteers to rehabilitate 26 homes, emcee the kickoff,
then gather listeners to renovate homes for those with
a physical limitation or low income. Shown (l-r) are
Jim Denny, a rep from Hagerman Construction, one of
the beneficiary homeowners, and co-hosts Deborah
Honeycutt and Porta-Poytty guard Kevin Freeman.

Um, Was That Stage Left, Or Right? WFMS/Indianapolis’ morning team of Jim
Denny, Deborah Honeycutt and Kevin Freeman plot their exit strategy after
accepting their first CMA Award for Large Market Personality of the Year in
2007, the fourth time WFMS personalities have won a CMA honor. WFMS is a
six-time CMA Large Market Station of the Year recipient, most recently in 2008.

The Odd Couple

Hog Wild: Gary (l) and
Harding (r) receive
a donation straight
from this young
listener’s piggy bank
during their “28 Hours
Of Hope” broadcast.

Medium Market Personality:

Brian Gary & Todd Harding

(KUAD/Ft. Collins, CO)

Brian Gary got a strong impression from his co-host when
they started working together: “I could not stand Todd,” he
says. “He was the kind of guy I would have beat up in high
school, and nothing’s changed. I still want to kick his ass.”
But two decades later, and with a CMA Award, this year’s
Marconi nomination, two ACM nods and two consecutive
Colorado Broadcasters awards, something about these
opposites resonates with listeners.
“I don’t think it’s a coincidence I did 60 extra
appearances last year. We do these things because we want
to help out the community,” explains Harding. The morning
show’s cornerstone event, “28 Hours Of Hope” is in its 12th
year, and in the last two raised more than $170,000 to fight
child abuse in Northern Colorado.
“As for the show, we have a school bus rule,” Gary says.
“Whatever we do has to be acceptable for the kids on the
bus, their parents and their parents.” After 21 years at the
same station, the duo has in some ways grown up with their
audience. “It’s always intimidating when a guy, probably
college age, comes up and says ‘I’ve listened to you my
whole life.’ It makes us feel kind of old,” says Harding. Gary
interjects, “Well you are. It makes me feel great. I love that.”

Back To School:
Harding (l) presents
an Outstanding
Northern Colorado
Teacher award during
the morning show’s
“Teacher Tuesday.”
The promotion
includes gifts,
chocolates or flowers
for the teachers, and
talking to students
about having a
positive outlook.

Award Cleaver: Brian Gary (l) and Todd Harding celebrate
their first CMA Small Market Broadcast Personality award.

Bust A Gut

There And Back Again:
GM/PD/morning cohost Will Payne poses
with last year’s Country
Aircheck exposé for the
duo’s Marconi nod. “We
took about 50 Airchecks
from NAB last year and
almost got in trouble
at the airport because
the staple count was so
high,” he says.

Small Market Personality

Will Payne & Barry Diamond
(KITX/Hugo, OK)

Up for their fifth nomination in the Marconi Small Market
Personality category, morning teamers Will Payne and Barry
Diamond really are just glad to make the team. As in years
past, the duo has continued their work in the community with
Diamond sitting on the Big Brothers and Big Sisters Board Of
Directors and being recognized by the local school district.
The biggest change to the show’s strategy in the past year
comes with their involvement with social networking. “We’ve got
some offices that won’t let folks listen, so we’ll give them another
way to win via the Internet,” Diamond explains. Seeing as Payne
wasn’t able to fulfill last year’s promise to wake up Jack Ingram if
they won the Marconi in Austin, what’s this year’s plan? “If we win,
we promise to ‘Rock The Beer Gut’ in Philadelphia,” he says.

Diamond And The Rough: On their
fifth nomination, co-hosts Barry
Diamond (l) and Will Payne might just
take matters into their own hands.
Red Headed
Strangers: While
visiting CRS-40 this
year, Payne and
Diamond claim to have
accidentally gotten
off at the wrong stop,
which just happened
to house Reba’s
album listening party.
Pictured (l-r) are Valory
Pres. Scott Borchetta,
KAIR/Atchison, KS
PD Jason Drake, Reba,
Will Payne and Barry
Diamond.
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each other on- and off-mic.”
The three co-hosts are Indy locals, and their
dedication to issues close to home is reflected in their
countless charitable activities. Says Denny, “We’re not
just doing it to try to get kudos. It’s actually important
to us, because this is our hometown. One of my favorites
is for the Wheeler Mission. We spend all year getting all
this country music stuff and other things, too. We auction
it all off, and everything goes to the Mission. Not only is
it a good cause, it’s also fun to listen to.”
Honeycutt says, “I’m a volunteer for Child Advocates,
which helps children of neglect or abuse. So I took it to
the next level and was trained several years ago. I visit
foster kids, and am their ‘voice in court’ since these kids
are under age and can’t really voice what their needs
might be. Whether it’s glasses, or maybe they’re not in a
good foster home, then I kind of speak up.”
Freeman adds, “One boy Deb did a case study with
had never had a birthday cake. So she went out and got
him one. There are kids who live right here in our town
where we would never think there’d be problems, but there
are. We do the Riley Children’s Hospital Radiothon each
February, and some of the parents will say, “We never
thought we’d have to come here.” All three of us have
children, so it’s easy for us to relate to those families.”

Power 31
Our Annual Ranking of Country’s Airplay Leaders

T

he executives with the greatest influence over the
music played on Country radio all bring unique histories,
perspectives and strategies to their roles in the industry.
You might even say they come in 31 flavors. What they have
in common, according to the industry professionals polled for
this survey, is a crucial function at the intersection of music
and airplay. With two exceptions, they all fall into one of five
categories: radio group programmer, station programmer,
consultant, label head or promotion executive. (The leading
vote-getter in each category is pictured above.)
Rankings are tallied under the premise that airplay is
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Scott Borchetta
Big Machine/Valory President
Republic Nashville CEO

“One of my favorite memories of working
with Scott is when we would do dinners with
radio personalities and their spouses before a
concert,” says Reba McEntire, who’s worked
with Borchetta at MCA/Universal and is
currently on the Valory roster. “He’s great at
putting events together and making them lots
of fun.
“Scott is good at what he does because he’s
hungry! He’s very smart and never quits. He works
hard at getting the artist with the radio folks in a
fun and personable atmosphere.”
McEntire’s manager and husband Narvel
Blackstock adds, “Scott is so good at what he does
because he always has a plan. Once that plan has
been determined, I’ve never seen anyone work as
hard as Scott making sure the plan is successful. He
leaves nothing to chance.”

currency for Country radio as well as
the music business, so those with the
greatest influence over airplay decisions
receive the highest rankings from those
polled. These are folks who directly
control airplay or have the influence to
obtain airplay on behalf of artists.
This year, we asked a close associate
of each ranked executive to describe or illustrate
anecdotally what makes this person so effective in their job. As
you might expect, the responses are, quite simply, tasty.
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Joe Galante

Sony Music/Nashville Chairman

“Joe and I have never had a relationship that an artist and a record label
head should have,” Kenny Chesney says. “It’s always been a partnership.
Joe is very pro-artist. He understands the pressures an artist goes through
at different levels, and responds accordingly. I believe that chemistry has
benefited both of us where it might not have worked for someone else.”
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Jaye Albright
Country Consultant

“Jaye is not only good at what she does, she is heads and shoulders
above all when it comes to understanding the Country format, its present
and future,” says KSON/San Diego PD John Marks. “She understands
listener behavior and how to communicate across generational lines.
Jaye is tireless, always listening, reading and seeking understanding.
She is the consummate student and teacher about not only country
music, but all of radio. We jokingly wonder if Jaye ever does sleep! I’ve never caught her
sleeping, but she did catch me nodding during a morning show meeting once. Oops!”
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“Mike and I met when he was still in Arista’s Pop division in Minneapolis,”
says former Arista/Nashville President/CEO Tim DuBois. “Mike tells the story
that he went home after that convention and said, ‘I just met a guy I’m going to
work for someday.’ That was a year-and-a-half prior to me offering him the job.
“Mike is an incredibly hard worker. No one loves music more, and he’s
a risk taker. Always has been. Absolutely the hardest day in my career was
when I got the phone call that they weren’t going to let him run Arista. I never would have left.
“He is a use-your-head, trust-your-gut guy. Mike’s sense of humor is always a big part of what
he does. He’s one of the funniest human beings in the world, and that’s what’s let him survive in the
pressure-cooker he’s put himself in. He’s got a crazy, sick sense of humor. At the most inopportune
times he will embarrass you to death and make you laugh about it.”
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Luke Lewis

UMG/Nashville Chairman

“What I go back to is the launch of Shania Twain’s Come On Over,”
says UMG/Nashville EVP/GM Ken Robold. “We’re coming off a huge
record in The Woman In Me, which was 12-times platinum. Mutt Lange
and Shania hand us a phenomenal record with 16 songs and a ton of
singles. So the pressure is on and we feel like we’ve got it, but the key
is sequencing it correctly. And Shania’s going to tour for the first time,
as she didn’t tour off The Woman In Me because she wanted to wait until she had a full show’s
worth of material. So they’re about to launch this whole worldwide tour ... it was a lot of pressure.
I remember Luke getting into some heavy, pretty intense discussions with Mutt and Shania, and
then you’ve got the clout of [manager] Jon Landau in the mix – all with very strong, powerful and
different opinions. Ultimately, the sequencing had to be worked out among that group. Luke just
stood his ground with these heavyweights, and ultimately you can’t argue with what we did, as
Come On Over is now one of the top sellers of all time – 20 times platinum.”
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Skip Bishop

Sony/Nashville VP/Promotion
Arista/Nashville VP/Promotion

“Skip’s a visionary strategist in realizing the potential of singles,”
says Arista Northeast rep John Sigler, who’s worked with Bishop since
their pop days at RCA and MCA. “He’s very creative in coming up
with promotions that are unique to the single and the artist, and building
different layers of visibility around music through radio touring and
marketing. He’s also clearly a family man, and met his wife when she
did promotion for RCA/New York. So it’s a family business and he tries to connect the dots.
Not only spending as much time with them and being involved with the kids’ schools and music
lessons, but whenever we fly everyone in for staff meetings, we’ll get together at his house.”
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Clay Hunnicutt

Capitol/Nashville President/CEO

Becky Brenner
KMPS/Seattle PD

“Becky lives the lifestyle of her listeners and truly cares about
Country radio, country music and everyone she works with – staff,
labels and other stations,” says industry vet Denise Roberts. “She
treats everyone like a star. Even with her duties expanding, she returns
calls and has time not only for her station, but also being CRB President.
“Obviously, if she adds your record, it’s a huge statement to the rest of
Country radio. In June, she came to CMA Music Festival as a ‘fan’ - and brought her family as a
vacation! We are talking the side stages, the humidity, the killer downpours ... she went to it all and
loved it. Now, name another PD who is willing to get in the ‘trenches’ with her listeners like that.”

Clear Channel SVP/Programming, VP/Country

“I had been with Clear Channel in Atlanta for only a month
when Clay approached me and said he was going to set up a
home office,” says CC/Atlanta Dir. Ops. and WUBL/Atlanta PD
Scott Lindy. “He planned to work from there much of the time
while home in Atlanta, as he wanted me to truly take control of
the operations position here. What impressed and pleased me the
most was that Clay not only trusted me with the operation after
guiding me through the nuances of the building, people, history,
etc., but that he also understood that if I were to be truly effective
he needed to remove himself somewhat
from the day-to-day. That meant tons
in terms of my boss having confidence in me, but also in
how he understands that being here less would signal
a transition as to who the director of operations was
in this facility.
“Clay’s got more memory than the world’s biggest
computer. I love when Clay analyzes something
through the possible future, but he gets there through
what worked and didn’t in the past. That kind of
thinking brings out the options for setting up a
strategy or better developing tactics. Having Clay in
the room when you’re creating or planning brings power
to the final idea.”
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Rusty Walker
Country Consultant

“Some of my favorite memories I have of working with Rusty come
from the time we were building Y100 in San Antonio back in 1986,”
says Rusty Walker Programming Associates consultant Scott Huskey.
“The days and nights spent sitting in a hotel room throwing ideas
around – watching Rusty get really ‘hopping’ excited when you got a
good idea is something everyone needs to see at least once. We wrote
all the liners, birthed Bossy the Cash Cow and developed the on-air persona of the air staff
over the course of two days in the Courtyard by Marriott in San Antonio.
“Rusty has the ability to quickly distill a large amount of data or information into an easily
digestable amount, usually with a bit of NE Mississippi humor thrown in. He is a great facilitator
of ideas and genuinely gets excited when someone else in the group succeeds.”
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Royce Risser
UMG/Nashville SVP/Promotion

“On my first road trip with Royce, 10 years ago, we were
in Rochester and it was like 20-below,” says Mercury VP/
Promotion Damon Moberly. “Royce was with MCA at the time
and I was with Mercury. We’d had dinner with Coyote Calhoun
and were walking from the restaurant to the venue when we saw
two guys working on a car pulled over with its hood up. Royce,
you know how he loves to double-talk people, sticks his head in under the hood, looks
around and tells the guys they need a Yammerhammen timer belt. He had these guys
convinced. They were asking him where to get one. Total promo guy move – sell them
something whether they need it or not.
“In all seriousness, Royce talks to more radio people than anybody I’ve ever seen. And
he’s always ultimately prepared. I’ve never seen him lose his train of thought when he’s
making an argument for a record. He’s fair and honest about it, it’s not a super highpressure approach, but he’s completely focused.”
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Jimmy Harnen
Republic Nashville President

“Jimmy’s really good at observing, witnessing, listening and absorbing
a lot of great information from other people and making himself into a
better person,” says Valory Co-National George Briner, who worked
with Harnen at DreamWorks. “I can’t think of many people who have
gone from being an artist to selling for a music publication, to getting
into promotion, to heading up a department to being a label president.
Jimmy brings an artist’s perspective into how to work records, how to negotiate deals.
“At Curb Universal and DreamWorks, every holiday Jimmy would dress up in a
costume: a turkey, as Uncle Sam or Cupid, even a leprechaun. From the very get-go,
Jimmy always said, ‘I need to get people’s attention; I need for them to be able to talk
about something.’ And he’d send out these pictures. And people would pick up the phone
and go, ‘What are you doing wearing that stupid turkey outfit? Quit sending me those
stupid pictures.’ It always comes down to the music, but to get to the music, how do you
get people’s attention? Jimmy’s been one of the best.”
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Charlie Cook

KKGO/Los Angeles Sr. Mgr./Programming

“Charlie scored a 30+ share at WWVA/Wheeling, WV at a time
when everyone thought AM was dead,” says McVay Media President
Mike McVay. “He scored huge ratings when he programmed WMXJ/
Miami, and that station wasn’t even Country. Three of us – Charlie,
Doris McVay and I sat in my backyard in 1984 and designed what
would become McVay Media. He works harder than just about anyone
I know. He has a unique ability to employ both the right side and the
left side of his brain. He’s humble and genuine, never getting caught
up in ‘playing the role.’
“Being a part of the Country radio platform in the No. 2 market in
America is influential. The team at Go Country has touched as many as
three million people in one week. That sells music. Charlie’s opinion is respected around the
world, and I’m very proud of what he’s been able to do in LA. Some pretty smart people said
that Country didn’t work there. I wonder when someone will make that move in NYC.”
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Randy Goodman
Lyric Street & Carolwood President

“When I met Randy in college, he was a musician and played in
several bands,” says Lyric Street Sr. VP/A&R Doug Howard. “After
graduation he went out as a road manager, so he had those experiences
of what it was like to be young musician trying to make it work. One
time his band played a club and everyone was treated horribly. Several
years into his career at RCA, that club was booked for a showcase
featuring the label’s artists. It was a pretty big venue. Randy cancelled
the booking, and the owner called him to find out why. Randy said,
‘Because I played your club and I know how you treat the musicians
who play there. We don’t want our artists treated that way.’ And that
speaks to Randy’s motivation, which has always been about the music.
I don’t think any of those experiences have ever been forgotten. And that’s a gift.”
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Gregg Swedberg
KEEY/Minneapolis PD

“I remember when we were announced as the CMA Major Market
Station of the Year, something we had set as a goal early on when he
started with K102,” says CBS/Radio Minneapolis SVP/Market Manager
Mick Anselmo, who held the same role in oversight of Clear Channel and
KEEY for decades. “Interestingly enough, his pride was for me because he
knew how much I wanted it for the station. Gregg is intelligent, creative
and, for the good of the music, he listens to the music. He believed in
acts like Little Big Town, Montgomery Gentry, Big & Rich and so many
others, and didn’t let anyone sway his commitment.”
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Doug Montgomery
Premium Choice PD
WBCT/Grand Rapids PD

“The first day I worked with Doug, WCUZ/Grand Rapids had just
been bought by Clear Channel and I got a message that the PD wanted
to see me first thing Monday morning,” says WBCT APD/MD Dave
Taft. “I thought for sure I was done. The first thing he asked was what
I wanted to accomplish in life. What were my career aspirations? I
gave my answers, and he told me, ‘OK, that’s what we are going to
work for.’ I thought I was getting canned, and instead he gave me the
direction I had been lacking up until that point. I am 100% sure that if
that day had never happened, I would not still be in radio.
“His motor is always running, and he’s always looking for the next opportunity.
It’s commonplace to get a 2am email or a late-night phone call. His catchphrase is,
‘I had an epiphany last night.’
“Twice in the past month artists have talked to me about Doug’s influence. One
said he had spoken with Doug about his new song and re-cut a lyric that could be
misconstrued as offensive. Another told me they were second-guessing a single choice
until they got a call from management telling them that Doug loved the song.”
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Jeff Garrison

CBS Radio VP/Country; KILT/Houston PD

“Jeff applied to work at KKBQ/Houston when I was PD and he was
in McAllen, TX, which is really Mexico,” Dene Hallam says. “I hired
him because he was very enthusiastic, which sounds like a left-handed
compliment – ‘Yeah, she’s got a nice personality.’ But he was very positive
and excited, and loved music and programming.
One of his phrases was, ‘This is the Super
Bowl, man!’ Someone would say
something couldn’t be done, and
he’d have this attitude that we’re
in Houston, a top 10 market.
This is the Super Bowl, man!
“Plus, he’s good at golf. That helps. All kidding
aside, he’s very presidential, carries himself well and
has that big smile. He’d slap you on the back, which
works with the Texas ‘good ole boy’ thing. That’s not
a negative. He’s always been good at getting people
to do what he needs them to do. They’ll go fight in the
trenches for him.”
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Butch Waugh
Sony Music/Nashville EVP

“I’ll always remember back in the ‘RLG days’ when Bobby
Kraig, Mike Wilson and I would gather in Butch’s office at the
end of the day for an impromptu ‘jam session,’” says SMN VP/
Marketing Tom Baldrica. “We would listen to new music, talk
strategy, tackle an issue that had come up during the day or just
laugh and tell stories. We always left that office with something that
made us better as a company, a label, or as an executive – and often all three! It was the
epitome of teamwork and the apex of the dominating run we had as promotion teams.”
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Mike Curb

Curb Records Chairman

“Mike is good at what he does for many reasons, the first of which
is his continuing passion for the music,” says Curb EVP/GM Dennis
Hannon. “Mike’s decisions are guided by the music and little else. He
listens to music constantly, and involves as many people as possible
in the music process: artists, managers, producers, employees, friends
and family members. With Mike, music is a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week
passion. I also believe he succeeds where others may fail because he strives to treat people
the way he would like to be treated – fairly. Mike is, above all, a gentleman.”
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Brian Philips
CMT President

“Brian and I were in the Opry House’s Studio A for the second episode
of Crossroads about 10 years ago,” says Spalding Entertainment’s Chris
Parr, who worked at CMT for a decade. “We heard the first thunderous
strokes of Kid Rock’s ‘Cowboy’ with Hank, Jr. delivering lines you had
only heard Kid sing until that night. Compared to everything taped before
it in that studio it was so in your face that we looked at each other
and agreed: CMT will never be the same again. Brian was convinced you could absolutely
capture a young, vibrant audience, but you had to be willing to take some chances.”
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Jan Jeffries
Cumulus SVP/Programming

“A good recent example of Jan’s influence in music is Darius
Rucker,” says Cumulus Country Format Dir. Bill Jones. “It is easy to
look back now, after three big hits, and think that playing his debut,
‘Don’t Think I Don’t Think About It’ was no brilliant move. However,
I can remember that, at least early on, there were basically no Country
programmers willing to jump out quickly and play the song. Jan was
the exception. He called me raving about it and said, ‘Let’s make a
statement ... Cumulus believes this is a smash!’ I can even remember a few of my own PDs
having doubt when we jumped so early. Do I think Jan’s initiative played a role in others
adding the song and Darius’ Country career getting off to big start? Absolutely!”
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Mike Moore
Entercom VP/Country
KWJJ/Portland PD

“Entercom President/CEO David Field and I are huge Red Sox
fans,” says Entercom SVPP Pat Paxton. “The Sox and Yankees were
playing game seven of the d’03 ALCS during company meetings
after Mike was hired. We rented a ballroom to watch, and in comes
this guy in a Yankees cap. He was oblivious that we were huge Sox
fans and not at all happy about the game. There were some colorful
comments exchanged, but we decided to let Mike keep working
for us anyway. In all seriousness, he’s good at what he does because he’s passionate about
everything he does, both at work and at home.”
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Blair Garner
After Midnight and
Blair Garner Show Host

“I’ll always remember a great heart-to-heart conversation Blair and I
had within the first few days of my arrival at After MidNite, says Albright
& O’Malley’s Sam Thompson, formerly with AM. “Without sounding
too corny, that conversation was all about the power of radio and its ability
to have a real impact on the lives of real people. Blair took (and still takes)
that responsibility seriously, and I think it shows.
“That attitude, and the belief that ‘good enough’ is never good enough,
is why I think Blair is so good at what he
does. He sets the bar for hard work and
dedication, and his co-workers can’t
help but follow his lead.
“I remember an interview with Keith Urban that Blair
did right when ‘But For The Grace Of God’ came out.
Blair gave a little explanation of the song, Keith smiled
and nodded, then Blair played the song. But when the
song was over, Blair apologized to Keith and admitted
that he hadn’t really understood what the song was about
up until that moment. It’s not that I think Keith would
have held against Blair the fact that he got it wrong, but
I think the fact that Blair realized – and owned up to – his
mistake helped forge a bond between the two of them that has
only grown as time has passed.”

Joel Burke
|
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KYGO/Denver PD

“KYGO had its 25th anniversary as a Country station four years
ago, and Joel was instrumental in helping secure George Strait
for our 25th Anniversary Concert,” says SVP/Market Manager
Bob Call. “Being here for our 25th and having this Country icon
perform was pretty special. The fact that both are from Texas
probably added to the moment (for Joel anyway!)
“He’s truly a pro, providing all the positive feedback and coaching, but at the same time
can be tough and demanding when necessary. Joel rarely misses a local concert, even with
emerging artists who appear at the Grizzly Rose. He is a PD first, but he loves Country music
and realizes our future success lies with new artists! Judging from the pile of CDs in Joel’s
office, I know he listens to the music.”
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Joel Raab
Country Consultant

“The first time I recall meeting Joel was when he showed up at WHN/
New York during his college break and asked for a tour of the station,” says
CRB Exec. Dir. Ed Salamon. “I was very impressed by his programming
knowledge and the questions he asked, and we kept in touch. Later, when
I was consulting WEEP/Pittsburgh, we had a PD vacancy and I knew Joel
was the man for the job. He had a clear vision of a radio stations, took
advantage of the opportunities specific to the market and paid attention to
the nuances of air talent and music at a very young age.”

Kevin Herring
|
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Lyric Street & Carolwood VP/Promotion

“I was appointed VP/Promotion at Mercury and got a call
from a promotion exec at another label,” says Turner Nichols
Management’s Eddie Mascolo. “He says to me, ‘Hey, I don’t know
all your regionals, but the one I really do know is Kevin Herring.
And if I were you, I’d fire that son-of-a-bitch immediately. He
was a terrible music director in Detroit, and he’s probably an even
worse promo man.’ I waited about a month, got to know Kevin and
called the guy back to tell him he was really wrong. He was the
best promo rep we had.
“I actually used to go down the hall, stand outside his door
and listen to him promoting records. He had an answer for
everything. Whatever a radio guy said to him, he had a response. Of course, [Lyric
Street and Carolwood President] Randy Goodman tells the story about Carson James
wanting to hire Kevin, and Randy said, ‘Over my dead body.’ And Kevin’s been there,
what, more than 10 years?”

Coyote Calhoun
|
26
WAMZ/Louisville PD

“When Coyote and I worked together at WAKY/Louisville, he told
me that he ‘would break a leg for a good ratings book,’” says Regent
VP/Programming Bob Moody. “I figured that could be arranged and
managed to talk him into a professional wrestling match with Southern
heavyweight champion Jerry ‘The King’ Lawler. Let’s just say that
Calhoun did not win. And it was one of our worst ratings books ever.
“Because he is such an extravagant character, too many people don’t
give Coyote credit for being a smart and shrewd programmer. Nobody
has a better understanding of the Louisville market, partly because of his
tenure in that city, but also because he spends so much of his time with the country life group
in that region. He is the walking personification of country music in Louisville.”
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Scott Mahalick

Alpha Broadcasting Dir./Music Programming
KUPL/Portland PD

“Citadel bought a beautiful music station in Modesto that everyone
now knows as Country KATM,” says consultant Bob Glasco. “Scott was
the first PD, and his number one skill is getting a radio station noticed
in a market. He does that better than just about anybody I’ve ever seen.
As a close second, he also has a way of getting everybody at the station,
from the secretary to the weekender, excited. And that’s a gift.
“The only problem in Modesto is there are no billboards or
local television in that market. But there is a water tower along the
101 between Stockton and Modesto. So Scott made a deal with the
owner of the tower to hang a banner, which everybody in the area
saw. He also made a deal with a local truck driving school to pull a
trailer wrapped with the station logo as they were doing their training every day. The station
flipped the third week of August, and when the fall book came out he’d beaten the other two
Country stations with a number in the mid-nines. When it comes to PT Barnum, he gets it.”
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Gator Michaels

Warner Bros./Nashville SVP/Promotion

“Gator is the ultimate professional, from the suits he wears to the
business he conducts day after day,” says WB ND/Promotion Bob
Reeves. “Gator has a very analytical mind; he thinks things through
and makes sensible decisions. This is a knee-jerk business, where
virtually everyone’s jumping to conclusions on both sides of the
record and radio industries these days. But no matter how quickly
it seems that Gator has arrived at a decision, I know it’s been well
thought out and reasoned. That is a true rarity in any business, let
alone the record biz.”
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Keith Kaufman
WSIX/Nashville PD

“As simple as it sounds, Keith’s number one attribute beyond his
obvious talent is that he cares,” says Clear Channel/Nashville VP/
Market Mgr. Tom English. “He cares about the listeners, the artists,
WSIX and his team. Heck, sometimes I think he even cares about me!
“Here are three recent examples of Keith’s influence: He was
way out front on Randy Houser’s ‘Anything Goes.’ I think we have
played it more than any other station. Keith was also early and heavy
on Jamey Johnson’s ‘In Color.’ Only two stations have played the
ACM Song of the Year more. And now we’re hammering ‘Red Light’
by David Nail, giving it the second-most plays of any station.”
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Mike Kennedy

Wilks/Kansas City VP/Programming
KBEQ/Kansas City PD

“I called Mike as I was writing the plan around the first Sugarland
single, ‘Baby Girl,’” says Carolwood Sr. Dir./National Promotion John
Ettinger, who was at Mercury at the time. “It was a late-year single
release, so there weren’t many opportunities remaining for radio shows,
and Mike had already locked up his show. But he trusted me, they
played the show and had a huge response behind their single that hadn’t
yet gone for adds. I have similar stories about Toby Keith, Terri Clark,
Shania, Billy Currington, Love And Theft – all of them.
“Mike has calm, strong passion. He has a way of battling for
artists, singles or his station that never comes off as insecure or rude.
He believes in music and backs it up. It does not matter what’s going
on with charts or the buzz of Nashville. I remember times when Mike worked harder getting
me to like music than I worked him. He once played me a Miranda Lambert single seven
straight times in a car. He tracked the entire Big & Rich debut at me three times on the deck
of his house. On my last trip to Kansas City, he pulled out his iPod and put headphones on
me to hear ‘Beer Gut’ from Trailer Choir. I’m like, ‘I give, Mike. I’ll add it!’”
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Michael O’Malley
Country Consultant

“Mike is the major market PD between the two of us, having
programmed successfully for NBC at WYNY/New York, as well
in Baltimore, Washington, and numerous other markets,” says his
consulting partner Jaye Albright. “He also is our ‘real’ research
expert, and has a Masters in marketing research. He’s a terrific
teacher and compelling storyteller. He’s creative tactically, and also
an excellent strategic thinker.
“A gourmet chef, Mike understands that, just like a great
restaurant, radio is all about providing more than just music and
talk. It’s about creating a larger than life, multi-sensory experience. With our weekly
‘AccuTest’ research reports on music, there’s no one more hands-on with both the
individual station, as well as regional and national data, than Mike. He knows what’s
working where and why, yet is always open to seeing and hearing something new and
exciting, and offering his sage advice to music promotion executives and artists. That’s
especially true if the event or activity involves cooking!”
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Fourth Quarter Music Preview

ive out of five advertisers, retailers, radio and record
labels agree: fourth quarter is a big deal. From the holiday
shopping season to the Fall book, there’s no more crucial
time for the businesses that comprise our industries. And, as in
years past, Country Aircheck rings and Nashville promotion teams
answer with their plans for the album and single releases that will
have the potential to make, or break, 2009. Read on.

9 North

Nine North and Emerald River/JDP are
releasing a new single from Julia Burton
called “Party Down.” Label President Larry
Pareigis says, “I’m sure you already got
the deeply cool cards with the single inside
that plays the hook of the song when you
open ’em!” Coming Oct. 5 is the single
Jason Crabb

“Somebody Like Me” from the three-time
Grammy-nominated and 10-time Dove winner
Jason Crabb on Springhill/Slanted. Also,
expect to see Bridgette Tatum on the road
in preparation of her January 2010 single
“Cowboys Dirty.” Tatum is the co-writer of
Jason Aldean’s No. 1 “She’s Country.” Last,
but certainly not least, Nine North continues
to focus on current singles from Due West
(“I Get That All The Time”), Matt Stillwell
(“Sweet Sun Angel”), Darren Kozelsky
(“Seven Vern Gosdins Ago”), Brady Seals
(“Ho Down”), Song Trust (“Choose Me”) and
Nathan Lee Jackson (“Desperate Man”).

Jypsi

Arista

“Cowboy Casanova” is advancing Carrie
Underwood’s new album Play On, which
streets Nov. 3, according to Dir./Nat’l
Promotion Lesly Tyson. Veep Skip Bishop
adds, “The excitement from fans and radio
for Brad Paisley’s ‘Welcome To The Future’
has been awesome. It was amazing to hear
from our radio partners about the power of
the single’s video. It became one of the most
successful campaigns using a superstar video
to drive listeners to station websites.”
“Jypsi has just launched the first single
‘Mister Officer,’ co-written by Josh Kear
(“Before He Cheats”), from their new
project due in early 2010,” Tyson says. “This
wonderfully talented sibling crew has teamed
up with award-winning producer Nathan
Chapman, and the result is fresh, exciting
country music that only the perfect chemistry
of this artist/producer pairing could give us.
“Jason Michael Carroll’s second single
‘Hurry Home’ is on the rise with an instant
reaction at radio,” Tyson continues. “The
follow-up to three huge radio hits, this song
hits straight to the heart and again shows
Jason’s outstanding ability to connect in a
powerful way with listeners.
“Brooks and Dunn are riding to the Last
Rodeo Tour with one of the fastest-rising
hits of their 20-year career. ‘Honky Tonk
Stomp’ leaped onto radio organically and has
continued to climb the charts in the same way.
They couldn’t have a more perfect song to
launch their #1s...And Then Some album, in
stores now.”

BamaJam Records

BamaJam Records kicks off the fall with
Blackberry Smoke’s debut single “Good One
Comin’ On.” Their Dann Huff-produced Little
Piece of Dixie is in stores now. “Blackberry
Smoke has built a dedicated, active fan base
over the last several years through touring,
the Internet and mass media exposure,” VP/

Promotion Bill Macky says. “‘Up In Smoke’
popped up in EA Sports’ NASCAR ‘08,
and ‘Good One Comin’ On’ was featured
prominently in the Kevin Costner political
comedy Swing Vote.” The imprint’s second
release is “The Call” from Matt Kennon.
“We’re getting very strong, positive reaction to
this single, so much so that we’ve accelerated
its release. In an age of texting and e-mailing,
this song will remind all of us that the sound of
someone’s voice can make a huge difference in
a person’s life,” promises Macky.

Big Machine

“Big Machine rolls full force into the
fourth quarter with Taylor Swift’s new single
‘Fifteen,’ the follow-up to four consecutive
No. 1 hits,” reports Sr. Dir./Nat’l Promotion
Strategy/New Media John Zarling. “The
track is supported with an awareness
campaign targeted to Country radio’s youth
audience, in conjunction with Best Buy’s @15
Foundation. Taylor-voiced TSAs (Teen Service
Announcements) are available to support the
single. An enhanced edition of Fearless is due
in late October with promotional opportunities
available for country radio.
“Jack Ingram’s long-awaited Big Dreams
& High Hopes release already features the
hit ‘That’s A Man’ and the current smash

‘Barefoot And Crazy.’ The third single from
the album is expected to be released in late
September. Jack will be on the road this fall
performing with Gary Allan on his Get Off On
The Pain tour.
“Big Machine’s newest artists Steel
Magnolia took home the top prize on CMT’s
top-rated Can You Duet? show this summer.
The boyfriend/girlfriend duo come scorching
into the fall with their debut single ‘Keep
On Lovin’ You.’” Zarling says the Dan Huffproduced track is impacting now, and will lead
their debut album, set for Q1 release.

Bigger Picture

Michael Powers checks in with the
fall priorities for his team. Partnering with
RoadRunner/Loud & Proud, Lynyrd Skynyrd
goes for adds with “Simple Life” Sept. 14,
followed by their album release God And Guns
Sept. 29. At radio now is “Long After I’m
Gone” from Glotown/Love Everybody’s Big
Kenny, with his solo album The Quiet Times
Of A Rock And Roll Farmboy out Oct. 27.
“Highway 20 Ride” will be the follow-up to
Atlantic/Home Grown’s Zac Brown Band’s
“Toes,” which is currently in the Top 20 on
the Mediabase/Country Aircheck chart. A
TBD single and album are also expected from
Atlantic’s Jesse Lee.

Jesse Lee
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VP/Promotion Bryan Frasher and staff
continue to work their current records: Kenny
Chesney’s “I’m Alive” featuring Dave
Matthews, Kellie Pickler’s “Didn’t You Know
How Much I Loved You,” The Lost Trailers’
“Country Folks (Livin’ Loud)” and Craig
Morgan’s “Bonfire.”

Broken Bow

SVP Carson James and crew are prepping
for “Tomboy,” the latest from Holeshot’s
Krista Marie. And, “The Truth” will come
from Jason Aldean this quarter, following his
multi-week No. 1, ‘Big Green Tractor.’”

Capitol

“It’s truly been ‘History In The Making’ for
Darius Rucker,” says SVP/Promotion Steve
Hodges. “And that aptly named title is now the
fourth single from his debut platinum album. Luke
Bryan’s sophomore album, featuring the powerful
hit ‘Do I,’ is titled Doin’ My Thing, and that will
be out Oct. 6. Coming in early October is Eric
Church’s ‘Hell On The Heart’ as the follow-up
single to his hit ‘Love Your Love The Most.’”
Hodges also pledges a special present for Country
radio just in time for Christmas: “Expect a new
single late in Q4 from superstar Keith Urban!”

Carolwood

“We’re so excited about Love And Theft’s
second single, ‘Dancing In Circles,’ which
will be out before the holidays,” says Sr. Dir./
National Promotion John Ettinger. “This is
a song radio has begged for – one we believe
showcases LnT’s unique mesh of adult, family
songwriting with a sound and presentation
that speaks to the growing younger country
audience. Over the next five years these guys
will become a musical force dear to the hearts
of this fresh generation of country fans. We all
truly believe this.”
Next out of the gate are The Parks. “This
father-son duo have been playing and hosting
a party around the single ‘The Party’s Right
Here,’ an uptempo romp. We came to a very
important conclusion on The Parks: they are
best first experienced in the element of the
honky-tonk, mentally or actually.”
The label also boasts a new single from
Trent Tomlinson. “’Angels Like Her’ is set to
The Parks
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Williams Riley

go for airplay in mid-fall,” says Ettinger. “Trent
calls this ‘the best song I’ve ever written,’ and
it showcases his passionate ability to capture
relationships and feeling with simple, poetic
lyrics.” VP/Promotion Kevin Herring calls the
first line “an epic unto itself.”

CO5

VP/Promotion David Newmark’s big push is
The McClymonts’ “My Life Again.” “They’re
from Australia, won the CMAA Best Group or
Duo award for the last three years, and blew
everyone away at the Global Artist Showcase
during CMA Music Fest,” Newmark tells us.
“They’re finishing up their U.S. promo tour, and
you’ll see they are as beautiful and as talented
as you get.” During the fourth quarter, CO5
continues to work Billy Ray Cyrus’ “A Good
Day” and Joey + Rory’s “Just Say Goodbye.”

Cold River

What’s the latest on Katie Armiger? According
to label honcho Pete O’Heeron, “Katie is busy
finishing up the writing for her third album and
will then head to the studio to record. Her first
single will hit the streets sometime in November.”

Columbia

VP/National Promotion Jimmy Rector
affirms that “Beer On The Table,” the debut
single by Josh Thompson, and “White Liar”
by gold-certified Miranda Lambert are top
priorities through Q4. He says, “’Long Line Of
Losers’ will be followed up by new music from
Montgomery Gentry, and take my word for
it: it will be great.”
Lee Brice

Country Crossing

VP/Promotion Bill Macky says, “Named
after the company’s entertainment complexes,
Country Crossing Records is home to some of the
most beloved artists in our format. Look for new
releases this fall from John Anderson (‘Bigger
Hands’), Lorrie Morgan (‘Leaving On Your
Mind’) and Lee Greenwood (‘Why Lie’).”

Cupit

It’s a prolific fourth quarter for VP/Marketing
& Promotions Dan Hagar, who says, “We’re
thrilled to be delivering two strong new releases
to radio this fall: Mustang Creek’s Love Makes
The World Go Round, featuring the title track
and ‘He Drinks Tequila.’” This fall holds the
premiere of Pacific Northwest newcomer Ben
Gregg, who has as many as three singles ready
to go: “From Lonely To Love,” “Gifts” and
“She Saves The Slow Ones For Me.”

Curb

Curb kicks off the fourth quarter with the
re-launching of Bomshel as “19 & Crazy”
goes for adds Sept. 21. The girls follow with
their Fight Like A Girl album release Oct. 20.
Also in September, expect a song from Hank
Williams, Jr. featuring the Grascals called “All
The Roads.” October brings a new single from
Clay Walker, the first from his TBA album,
and Tim McGraw’s Southern Voice, in stores
Oct. 20. VP/Promotion Adrian Michaels and
crew will also be working the current singles
– McGraw’s “It’s A Business Doing Pleasure
With You,” Rodney Atkins’ “15 Minutes” and
Lee Brice’s “Love Like Crazy” – into the fall.

Golden Music

“We could not be more proud and excited
about our first release with Williams Riley,”
Nat’l Dir./Promotion Darlene Starr says.
“The new single ‘Country Livin’’ was written
the first week of June (yes, 2009) by Williams
Riley’s Steve Williams and Derek George with
Tim Owens (‘Ticks’, ‘Settlin’’). This song is
the anthem for why women and men, girls
and boys, love country. Williams Riley will be
on the road solid through the end of the year,
doing radio shows and visits, and meeting
consumers and listeners!” Hitting the road
before the end of the year is Golden’s second
artist, Benton Blount, whom Starr describes as
“a North Carolina native with a big voice full
of country soul.”

Lofton Creek

Label chief Mike Borchetta alerts us
that a new Mark Chesnutt CD is in the
works, while both Hoyt Hughes and new
group Soul Circus Cowboys are busy in the
studio, with singles TBA.

Lyric Street

“We are chomping at the bit for the
fourth quarter at Lyric Street,” says Sr. Dir./
Nat’l Promotion Renee’ Leymon. “The new
single from Rascal Flatts is on your desk and,
like the title of the CD and name of their tour,
Unstoppable, these guys are just that.
“Bucky Covington’s sophomore CD,
Alright, is due out this fall. The current single
‘I Want My Life Back’ continues to ascend the
charts and connect with listeners everywhere.

The Interview

Jan Jeffries
Gold-Standard Radio

C

umulus Media Sr. VP/Programming Jan Jeffries
oversees 372 stations across several formats and
is hands-on with 51 properties, including Country
KPLX (The Wolf)/Dallas, WFMS/Indianapolis and WSM-FM/
Nashville. Prior to joining the company 12 years ago, Jeffries
spent almost 30 years as a highly regarded major market
personality and programmer in Chicago, Atlanta, Tampa
and Baltimore, among other markets. Jeffries was Cumulus’
Format Dir./Pop in June 2005 when he was promoted to Sr.
Format Dir./Pop, rising to VP/Programming in June 2006
and SVP/Programming in April 2007.

What is your role as Cumulus’ top
programmer?
It’s my job to make sure all Cumulus
stations are executing the strategy daily.
My responsibilities include all formats:
Country, Top 40, Rhythmic Top 40, Hot AC,
Mainstream AC, AAA, Rock, Urban AC and
Mainstream Urban. We have very talented
VPs and Format Directors in Atlanta who
are trusted implicitly with programming and
music decisions on a daily basis. They are
the best in the business and work in tandem
with some of America’s great PDs at our
Cumulus properties. For sake of discussion
and assurance of maintaining pinpoint focus,
the VPs and I discuss and sign off on the
weekly music lists and rotation updates prior
to presenting them to our PDs for discussion.
It’s a check-and-balance system within the
centralized culture of the company.
 	 The music is the fun element of
programming. The most gratifying element is
developing new air talent and growing veteran
talent. I have long maintained a keen interest
in authoring and presenting the Morning Show
War College on a regular basis to our talent
throughout the company across the formats.
It focuses on personality development, case
histories, disclosure of a morning show’s
Q score, strengths and vulnerabilities and
listener expectations, among other proprietary
difference makers. CEO/President Lew Dickey
and COO John Dickey set the Cumulus
gold standard and raise the bar consistently,
providing us with the tools we need to
differentiate with excellence in our markets.
The proof is exhibited in our ratings across the
formats and markets.
How many stations do you personally oversee?
I keep a finger on the pulse and direction of
372 properties and am personally hands-on
with 51 stations. The majority of those 51
are made up of CHR, Rhythmic CHR and
AC. Among the Country stations, I work
directly with WFMS/Indianapolis, WSMFM/Nashville and, of course, my pride and
joy, KPLX (The Wolf), where I temporarily
moved my Atlanta corporate office to Dallas
for almost a year, doing double duty as the
Wolf’s PD. The special place in my heart
for The Wolf in Dallas is due to victory over
naysayers, that a CHR guy could not drive in

prep requirements and presentation. We
also changed out the kitchen sink! KPLX
remains No. 1 25-54 Adults, 6+ and 12+.
It is closely watched and guided as one
of our major company achievements
operating on the Cumulus gold-standard of
executing strategy.

What are your overall thoughts on the state
of Country radio today?
It’s growing in appeal across the masses
with the influx of new and very talented
artists. The big winner is Country radio. It’s
a pleasure to listen to a well-programmed

radio is great radio, regardless of format.
Yes, we made distinctive musical changes
at KPLX that helped catapult it back into
the game. However, there was one major
initiative across the dayparts that helped
make a difference. The difference came
from every day – yes, every day – meetings
with the morning show and several times
a week with the personalities in middays,
PM drive and nights. I knew the good winds
of change were blowing when the morning
show would hang around past noon some
days to voluntarily meet about today’s and
tomorrow’s show.
 	 There are many basics that work for
both Country and pop. In the “not so good”
column, the one thing I picked up on, as
opposed to pop radio, Country listeners are
not quick to accept crossover songs from
rock and pop. While Darius Rucker comes
from pop, he has more than successfully
shown his love for country music and the
fans. In my opinion, Darius and his writing
partners are prolific writers, and he is simply
a great artist delivering on expectations to
country fans.

Country station that achieves a perfect music
balance of country greats like George Strait,
Alan Jackson and Brooks & Dunn with fresh
new talent like Lady Antebellum, Taylor
Swift, Carrie Underwood and Jason Aldean,
among others. Country radio is the only radio
format that legitimately and successfully
mixes the heritage artists with new artists.
CHR, AC, Rock and Urban stations struggle
to make it work.

I’m always curious to talk to programmers
with long histories in other formats about
their impressions of Nashville, the way
Country music is and how it works –
especially the relationships between the
labels and Country radio. How have you
found it to be different or similar to the pop
world? Any surprises?
No surprises, just variations of the same thing.
The pop world has some great SVPs and VPs

to read the market, listen for the differentiation,
listen for the superlatives, use the tools they
have and use the information to turn their
stations into winners. For instance, fixing
KPLX was not that hard. We changed every
single thing, and people were looking at me
like, “Jan, what is going on?” And I said,
“The research points [out] that we need to do
things a little differently. Voila! We followed
the strategy. Prior to me taking the KPLX PD
reins, the station was not really following the
strategy. They were doing things that they
thought, as radio people, were right, but the
whole thing is doing what the audience wants
you to do, not what we want.

With so many stations, how do you manage
your time in order to attend to every one?
As with all our corporate programmers, we
have hopefully developed skills not only as
master strategists, but equally as important, as
masters at time management and at prioritizing
the attack list. Being organized and loving
what you do is a great contributor to achieving
the art of relatively stress-free productivity.
A checklist of consistently changing
priorities daily is advised. The late, legendary
broadcaster Jay Cook told me years ago that
each evening just before leaving the station he
would make a priority list of things to attack
the next morning. I still do it daily.
Earlier you said that part of your job is to
make sure people follow the strategy. What
is the strategy? How much of a station
strategy is local, and how much is a national
overview of the way a particular format
should be executed?
A little background first: Most of our markets
have individual market research, and it’s not
research that’s farmed out. Lew and John
Dickey ran Stratford Research, a formidable
consulting company based on research, not
on campfire stories by PDs who became
consultants (and I know because I used to be
one of them!) telling what worked somewhere
else, saying, “We’re going to put it in, and it’s
gonna work here, too.” Sometimes we were
right, sometimes we were not. Stratford, on the
other hand, would research a market, and then,
in common radio terms instead of research
lingo, present the executive summary of what
needed to be done. When Lew became President
of Cumulus, he promoted me to President of
Stratford Research. That was the beginning of
me really finding out that a PD without a very
accurate map of what needs to be done can end
up being a music director on steroids; that is,
[thinking] it’s just all about the music. But it’s
not just all about the music, because several
stations in your market have the same songs

We’re all in this business because we love it. At the same time -not “however” or “but” – we want people to reach a new level:
set the bar high, achieve that bar and raise the bar again.
That’s the Cumulus gold standard.
to Dallas and turn it around. Turn it around
we did, from worst to first – No. 13 to No.
1 – before I returned to Atlanta.
We changed everything at KPLX,
ranging from a complete reload of the
morning show, midday talent, PM drive
and night talent, imaging voice-over, music
library, current rotations, slogan, logo
and a deliberate retooling of talent show

you have. The strategy comes from the studies
and it’s about the nuances – things not always
obvious to the listener or the competition. The
nuances are what you’re really paying for, and
they really make the difference.
The research yields a road map that turns
MDs on steroids into strategists. And then,
hopefully, with corporate help, they become
master strategists. At that point, they are able

You’ve had a long career in Top 40. What
differences and similarities are there in
other formats where you have spent most
of your career? Are there some things in
Top 40 radio formatics that don’t work in
Country radio?
The one commonality that allows a historically
pop programmer like myself to spread his
wings and grow in other formats is that great

who do a great job of serving their artists, first
and foremost, and their labels, and who also
work well with broadcasters. It’s the same
thing in Country, although things here seem a
little bit more closely knit, if you will, between
the labels and the people who work with each
other. Label people have strong opinions.
Maybe the opinions aren’t any stronger than
the pop side, but the Country label folks seem
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to be a little bit more verbal. They’ll tell you
right to your face what they think about what
you’re doing. And you know what? That’s
absolutely fine. I would almost prefer that.
One of my strengths in fixing KPLX was
that I wasn’t biased about the format or
the expectations. I had no sense of how the
Nashville labels worked. I understand it is a
game, I totally get it, and I’ve learned to work
with it. I won’t always agree with it, but there
are some great people in Nashville who have
reached out and have helped us come up with
some really good ideas for our radio stations.
And there’s not any problem with Nashville
and Dallas, believe me.
Do you have an overall programming
philosophy?
I love this question because it reminds me
of the majority of resumes that I receive
including the applicant’s “programming
philosophy.” I have never read anyone’s
predetermined, programming philosophy. The
best programming philosophy is to execute the
station’s strategy with attention to fine details.
It varies widely from market to market and
station to station, making it impossible for a
one-size-fits-all philosophy.
Focusing on Cumulus’ Country stations, is
there an overall programming philosophy
for them?
Each station has a personality and listener
expectation unique to its market. There is not
a general philosophy for all of our Country
stations. We strive to deliver a “local” radio
station in music preferences, talent content

sets are you looking for that you might not
have looked for 5-10 years ago?
We look for team players who are capable and
willing to embrace the culture of our company.
We are centralized, with programming experts
contributing 24/7 back to our markets. On the
flip side, we have brilliant PDs providing great
ideas and feedback. The successful candidate
for a Cumulus PD post is ideally multi-faceted
and multi-tasking as well as multi-talented. We
hire people who have the drive and desire to
become master strategists.
KPLX and KKGO/Los Angeles go back and
forth for the title as Country’s No. 1-cuming
station. Obviously, you’ve learned a few
things about PPM.
It is nice to have bragging rights. However,
the big achievement is conversion of over a
million cume to healthy ATE (Average Time
Exposed) and ultimately share percentage.
We do the same thing with over a million
cume with our CHRs in Atlanta and Houston.
We have learned that PPM does not always
favor the incumbent or the “in” station at the
moment. PPM gives credit for actual listening.
What a concept! It is also unforgiving to less
than gold-standard programming.
  
You’ve referred to the Cumulus “goldstandard” a number of times. What exactly
do you mean by that?
It’s staying on target, following and
embellishing the plan, polishing the stone
every single day. If we do that, these stations
grow. It’s amazing; it’s like magic. When
you’re not doing gold-standard work, you’re

that I’ve got that makes it a sensational
promotion, contest, new format clock or
whatever. It’s all about working together.
This is truly a team effort. When people
talk about us being very hands-on with our PDs,
there’s one thing that seems to be forgotten.
When Cumulus was started, it acquired a lot of
small- and medium-market radio stations that were
mom-and-pop shops operating on a certain level
that worked for them, and it was fine. We were
mostly major-market people. That’s not any better
than being in any other size market, but you are
exposed to a different level of doing things. So we
would implement things and would try to teach
people. Those who wanted to learn, flourished.
And those who didn’t, left – they quit or whatever.
So we were the big, bad wolf, because the
perception was we came in and changed the party.
But that’s not what we did. We improved what
they were doing and helped them grow. We didn’t
see anything wrong with that. So, are we handson? Yes. Is it one-size-fits-all? No. We encourage
input from our PDs because we want them to
have a sense of ownership. At the same time,
my responsibility is making sure that each of our
stations is absolutely optimized. And sometimes
that requires change or modification.
PDs have the absolute freedom to call me
and say, “Jan, as you know from our market
study, this station leans a particular way. And
this record flies in the face of the strategy that
we’re adding across the board. What if I wait
on that one and put in this other song that’s on
the discussion list? Maybe we add it a week
early because we’re probably going to add it
anyway, right?” And I’ll say, “You know what?
You’re right. Do it. Good thinking.” It is not,

their own through the Internet, and get ideas
and expand their thinking. People who do that
make the company stronger.
What are some of the misconceptions people
have about you? About Cumulus?
I do not know of any specific misconceptions.
However, I am sure there are some, as there are
with any successful company that strives for
excellence and will not settle for anything less.
It is a company started by two broadcasters,
Lew and John Dickey, who work to achieve
excellence and expect their key people to do
likewise and make a difference every day. The
gold-standard of Cumulus is trumped only by
the interpersonal skills and caring for its valued
employees by our executive leaders.
Who have been your mentors, and why?
What’s some of the best advice you’ve ever
been given?
First and foremost, my dad was the most
influential person and my mentor no matter
what career path I took. He passed away in
‘95. But he was the man. His work ethic was
second to none, driven for perfection and
always caring for those around him. The things
he loved more than his career were my mom,
my sister and me and his faith in God. The best
advice from my dad was to be myself and do
my best in all that I do.
I’d still like to know who you consider as
your radio heroes.
In the ’80s, it was John Gehron while we
were at WLS/Chicago and Jay Cook during
his programming years at WFIL/Philadelphia

We’re
centralized
from the
standpoint
that things
come through
Atlanta. But
what’s wrong
with that?
We’re able to
put the icing
and the cherry
on top of good
ideas.
presentation and imaging. That is achieved by
the PD and staff knowing their market better
than anyone and relating to it through every
programming element.
  
How much autonomy is granted local PDs
with music, promotions and talent hiring
and firings?
Each week we listen to new product. If we
believe a new release is a hit, we play it.
It’s really that simple. Our PDs may call me
anytime and request a change of rotation or
add to the playlist if it is for the improvement
of the station and comes with valid reasoning.
Promotions and contests are largely dependent
on our PDs and promotion directors. Once the
specifics are determined, we discuss it in detail
with the intent of maximizing the promotion to
the fullest using our resources in Atlanta.
With regards to hiring and firing, the PD
will discuss the need for the personnel change.
If everything is in order, the PD follows
through. We help our PDs place talent through
the Cumulus Talent Bench. We also like to
promote from within the company.
What’s your process and criteria for
recruiting PDs and air talent? What skill
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off target and not operating at the level we
expect of our PDs. I think I can speak for Lew
and John in saying that they expect all of us,
every day, to come in and enjoy our job. We’re
all in this business because we love it. So love it
and enjoy it. At the same time – not “however”
or “but” – we want people to reach a new level,
set the bar high, achieve that bar and raise the
bar again. That’s the gold-standard.
You’ve also mentioned Cumulus’
“centralized culture” a couple of times. Can
you give me a deeper feel for what exactly
that means?
People have this misconception of Cumulus
as one-size-fits-all. That’s the farthest thing
from the truth because of our research and
our individualism of each radio station.
We’re centralized from the standpoint
that things come through Atlanta. But what’s
wrong with that? We’re able to put the
icing and the cherry on top of good ideas. If
someone has a good idea for a promotion, I
may have something that would make that
absolutely, over-the-top the best promotion
they’ve done in a long time. And I’ve just
been saving it to tack it onto something.
It’s the unity of their idea with something

“Here’s the list.”
When we hire PDs – and it’s probably true
of other department heads, too – we ask that we
not get surprised, because we will not surprise
them. We look for input from our PDs because
it’s a two-way street. And, we have a lot to
offer them. It’s amazing how people come in
and think – just like I did when I joined the
company – “I am really good at this.” You learn
real fast that you are pretty good at some things,
but there are so many good things to learn based
on the gold-standard – and I say this in complete
sincerity – that is set by Lew and John Dickey.
It spreads throughout the company to those who
want to learn and grow in their career.
We look for input from our PDs because you
know what it does? It makes me better. And it
continually grows not only my knowledge and
my overview, but it increases my enthusiasm
knowing that I, too, continue to grow, and that’s
what it’s all about. It also lets me know that
my guys and gals out there are working and
thinking, not just scheduling music, putting out
fires, going to meetings and doing the weekend
schedule. They are hopefully learning through
example. And we ask them to prioritize their
time, look at the day and week, to take time to
listen to the market and to markets outside of

and overseeing KIIS/Los Angeles. From the
mid-’90s to now, it’s John Dickey. He’s had
the biggest influence on me, my knowledge
of this business and my ability to execute
it, and I think we execute it as well, if not
better, than everybody else out there. It
ain’t bragging when you can back it up with
numbers, right? But I owe it to him. I’ve
worked for some fabulous broadcasters in
Baltimore, Chicago, Washington, Tampa,
Atlanta and on the West coast. But if I had to
say who really got me into being smart and
operating on that kind of level and being a
strategist – a master strategist – it would be
John Dickey and John Dickey alone.
What has been the effect of the economy on
your day-to-day business?
Like most businesses, Cumulus has been affected
by the downturn. We have cut back on part-time
hours and have added extra responsibilities to our
PDs and OMs as a means to maintaining quality
with fewer people. Better days are ahead.
The company mission statement for Cumulus
is to be “the best-run radio company in the
world.” We persevere daily to validate that
statement. Cumulus will get through this
storm standing tall.
CAC

